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Introduction  1 

 2 

Purpose of guidance 3 

Multi-agency fire control National Operational Guidance is aimed at fire and rescue services and 4 

writers of fire-control-related policies and procedures. It is intended to help fire and rescue services to 5 

establish effective arrangements to support fire control personnel, enabling fire control and other 6 

agencies to communicate effectively and consistently.  7 

This guidance focuses on good practice and general principles, rather than specific incident types or 8 

events. 9 

Structure of guidance 10 

This guidance follows the style and format of fire and rescue service National Operational Guidance. It is 11 

designed to be viewed online once published, allowing readers to search for specific terms across the 12 

sections. 13 

To give the reader a wider understanding of some topics in other contexts, some sections contain links 14 

to other pieces of guidance, which may be read in conjunction. 15 

Hazards are what may cause harm or have a negative effect. 16 

Control measures prevent or limit harm caused by a hazard. 17 

Strategic actions are recommendations aimed at fire and rescue services, helping them to establish 18 

effective arrangements for fire control, such as introducing processes and equipment. 19 

Tactical actions are specific actions that may help writers of fire control policies and fire control 20 

managers to establish effective policies, procedures and ways of working for fire control personnel. 21 

Multi-agency incidents 22 

Incidents and significant events regularly require a response from more than one agency; multiple 23 

agencies must work in collaboration. Some incidents may only require a response from blue light 24 

emergency services; others need different responders from a range of agencies.  25 

Fire control plays a key role in the response to all incidents attended by the fire and rescue service and 26 

provides a critical link to other agencies during multi-agency incidents.  27 

The JESIP Joint Doctrine: The Interoperability Framework provides a standardised approach to 28 

multi-agency working across different responder organisations. JESIP principles are scalable and as 29 

relevant to minor multi-agency incidents as they are to major incidents. The doctrine recognises the role 30 

that fire control and other controls play in the safe resolution of an incident and outlines how the 31 

principles apply to fire control and incident commanders. 32 

Category 1 and Category 2 responders are organisations listed in the Civil Contingencies Act as 33 

having specific civil protection responsibilities. Category 1 responders include: 34 

• Ambulance 35 

• Fire 36 

• HM Coastguard 37 

• Local authorities 38 

• NHS primary care trusts 39 

• Police 40 

https://www.jesip.org.uk/joint-doctrine/introduction-to-the-joint-doctrine/
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2004/36/contents
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Category 2 responders, also known as co-operating bodies, include: 41 

• Telecommunication providers 42 

• Transport agencies 43 

• Utility providers 44 

• Voluntary agencies 45 

Interoperability is defined as the extent to which organisations can work together as a matter of routine 46 

and it is essential for incidents of all sizes.  47 

Intraoperability is the ability of a fire and rescue service to work with other fire and rescue services. 48 

Methods of interoperable and intraoperable communication may also be referred to as ‘methods of multi-49 

agency communication’ in this guidance. 50 

Statutory resilience forums are partnerships of Category 1 and Category 2 responders within a local 51 

area. In England and Wales, these are known as local resilience forums; in Scotland, regional resilience 52 

partnerships; and in Northern Ireland, emergency preparedness groups.  53 

A tactical co-ordinating group (TCG) is a group of tactical commanders that meet to discuss, decide, 54 

co-ordinate and deliver the tactical response to a multi-agency incident or event. If meeting physically, 55 

this location will be known as the tactical co-ordination centre (TCC). 56 

A strategic co-ordinating group (SCG) is a group of strategic commanders that meet to co-ordinate 57 

the response to a multi-agency incident or event at a strategic level. If meeting physically, this location 58 

will be known as the strategic co-ordination centre (SCC). 59 

Methods of communication mentioned in this guidance include those defined at the time the guidance 60 

was developed, such as Airwave interoperable talkgroups and Multi Agency Incident Transfer (MAIT). 61 

The introduction of future technologies will result in future guidance changes. 62 

  63 
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Hazard – Failing to effectively Ineffective communication with other between 64 

agencies 65 

 66 

NB This hazard is based on existing multi-agency guidance published on UKFRS, which has been 67 
incorporated into this new piece of multi-agency guidance.  68 

Changes have been recommended to allow it to fit together with other hazards and control measures in 69 
this complete multi-agency guidance. 70 

It is recommended that: 71 

• Text in grey remains unchanged 72 

• Text with a strikethrough is removed 73 

• Text in black is added 74 

HAZARD KNOWLEDGE 75 

Misinformation or a breakdown in communication can lead to unsafe systems of work, and 76 

uncoordinated or ineffectual activities being implemented, resulting in failing to achieve priorities and 77 

objectives. It can also lead to inefficient use of resources in the operational plan. 78 

There is a risk of misunderstanding when an incident requires a multi-agency response, which may lead 79 

to a delayed or inappropriate response. This may be due to issues such as technical challenges or the 80 

use of varying terminology between agencies. Issues include: 81 

• Words, terms, phrases, symbols or graphics with different meanings or context 82 

• Words, phrases, symbols, or graphics with no meaning in other organisations 83 

Ineffective communication 84 

Ineffective communication between fire control and other agencies, including other fire and rescue 85 

services and fire controls, during multi-agency events may contribute to: 86 

• A delayed or inaccurate response, resulting in failure to: 87 

o Protect people at risk 88 

o Limit damage to property 89 

o Prevent harm to the environment 90 

• Ineffective use of operational resources 91 

• Ineffective or unsafe systems of work at an incident 92 

• Unnecessary responses, for example when a particular agency no longer needs to attend, but 93 
they are not informed 94 

Factors that may contribute to ineffective multi-agency communication between control rooms include: 95 

• A lack of understanding of the effective methods of multi-agency communication available 96 

• Ineffective access to methods of multi-agency communication 97 

• Ineffective policies and procedures supporting effective multi-agency communication 98 

• The use of technical jargon, abbreviations or service-specific terminology 99 

• Ineffective interpersonal communication 100 

• Stress and emotions 101 

https://www.ukfrs.com/guidance/multi-agency
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• On-site commanders failing to co-locate, contributing to poor situational awareness 102 

The questioning techniques used during the management of emergency calls may also impact the 103 

effectiveness of communication between agencies. For example, if emergency callers are not asked 104 

details, such as names or vehicle identification details, other agencies may be unable to identify and 105 

share relevant hazard information with fire control personnel, such as hazard information. 106 

Ineffective communication systems 107 

Fire control personnel have a range of ways to communicate with other agencies, such as electronic 108 

methods and interoperable talkgroups. Communication between fire control and other agencies is likely 109 

to be ineffective if: 110 

• Communication methods require technology and resources that are not available to all 111 
participants  112 

• Agreed methods of communication for the incident are not easily accessible to all relevant 113 
agencies 114 

• There are multiple methods of communication available, but their order of priority is not shared 115 
and understood by relevant personnel 116 

• Methods of multi-agency communication are not used regularly, leading to a lack of 117 
understanding and competence 118 

• Inappropriate or ineffective methods are used, such as contact between operational personnel 119 
and other agencies that fails to include fire control effectively (when doing so would improve 120 
their situational awareness) 121 

Telephone lines may not necessarily allow for the immediate, simultaneous sharing of information to a 122 

range of agencies in time-critical events. Making individual calls to one or more other agencies may be 123 

time-consuming for fire control personnel and reduce available emergency call-handling capacity. 124 

Establishing conference calls may reach a wider range of participants but may be time-consuming to 125 

establish.  126 

If participating in a conference call requires the use of a mobilising workstation, emergency call-127 

management capacity may be reduced.  128 

Interoperability talkgroup access varies between agencies: not all agencies have access to all 129 

interoperability talkgroups. The use of talkgroups to share situational awareness between agencies will 130 

be ineffective if: 131 

• The intended participants do not all have access to the nominated talkgroup 132 

• The intended participants do not all understand how to access the nominated talkgroup 133 

• The talkgroup selected cannot be instantly accessed and needs authorisation from the 134 
authorising organisation, such as the relevant police service 135 

Some interoperability talkgroups may be accessible by a wide range of registered radio users, including 136 

those other than Category 1 and Category 2 organisations. As a result, they may not be appropriate for 137 

the broadcasting of sensitive information. 138 

Technical jargon, abbreviations and service-specific terminology  139 

Using technical jargon, abbreviations and service-specific terminology that may mean different things to 140 

different agencies – or not be understood at all – is likely to cause confusion and lead to an inaccurate 141 

understanding of the situation or an agency’s response to it, including delayed or inaccurate mobilising of 142 

resources. 143 
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Other agencies, including other fire and rescue services, may not understand the call sign structure, 144 

technical jargon and local terms for operational resources. The use of call signs or informal terms – 145 

instead of plain language – to describe operational resources and capabilities could restrict clear 146 

communication and understanding between agencies. 147 

Ineffective access to risk information 148 

If the risk information provided to fire control personnel is difficult to access, not relevant or hard to 149 

understand, it will prevent fire control personnel from: 150 

• Understanding the hazards and risks 151 

• Acting on the information, such as changing the guidance they give to emergency callers  152 

• Effectively sharing the information with other agencies, potentially leading to harm to people at 153 

risk, operational personnel and responders from other agencies 154 

155 
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Control measure – Effective communication systems between agencies 156 

CONTROL MEASURE KNOWLEDGE 157 

Fire control personnel should have a range of methods available to them to communicate with other 158 

agencies. The methods used will depend on the: 159 

• Nature of the incident or event 160 

• Urgency of the information 161 

• Intended recipients 162 

• Local arrangements in place 163 

• Technology available in fire control 164 

Telephone lines provide a method for fire control personnel to contact other agencies directly. They are 165 

likely to be the most frequently used method of communication because of the ease of access and 166 

interaction between participants, and because fire control personnel can use them discuss incidents with 167 

personnel from other agencies quickly. 168 

Integrated communication control systems (ICCSs) that are configured to display telephone numbers for 169 

other agencies as direct-dial buttons enable fire control personnel to contact other agencies quickly, 170 

without needing to manually dial numbers. This simplifies information-sharing between fire control 171 

personnel and other agencies.  172 

Some mobilising systems enable fire control personnel to initiate telephone contact with other agencies 173 

through shortcuts contained in action plans linked to an incident, making the process even quicker. 174 

Conference calls allow more than two parties to join a telephone or virtual video call. The details for 175 

joining conference calls should, where possible, be pre-planned and available to fire control 176 

commanders in advance, minimising the time taken to join the conference call.  177 

The provision of an additional workstation with access to the required technology may reduce the impact 178 

on emergency call-management capacity. 179 

Interoperability talkgroups  180 

Interoperability talkgroups provide a range of secure and resilient methods for multi-agency 181 

communication. 182 

The Emergency Services Inter-Control (ESICTRL) talkgroup helps fire control personnel to share and 183 

receive situational awareness in critical situations with other emergency service controls in their region 184 

quickly and simultaneously.  185 

Ambulance, coastguard, police and fire controls in England, Scotland and Wales should continuously 186 

monitor the ESICTRL talkgroup relevant to their region. 187 

The Emergency Service (ES) talkgroup and Incident Command (IC) talkgroup are police-controlled, 188 

interoperable and restricted to Category 1 (and some Category 2 agencies that form part of the extended 189 

police family). They may therefore be suitable for sharing sensitive information.  190 

Agencies that can access these talkgroups, once requested to do so, include: 191 

• Ambulance 192 

• Category A prison escorts 193 

• Fire 194 
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• Highways agencies 195 

• HM Coastguard 196 

• Ministry of Defence 197 

• UK Border Force 198 

The Inter-Agency talkgroup (IAT) and the Multi-Agency Mutual Aid (MAMA) interoperability 199 

talkgroup are available to all registered Airwave users, following authorisation from the relevant police 200 

control. 201 

The National Talkgroup 20 (NTG20) is an announcement talkgroup that enables instantaneous critical 202 

announcements by fire controls. Announcements on NTG20 will benefit other fire controls that are likely 203 

to receive emergency calls on an affected fire control’s behalf, for example under a call redistribution 204 

plan, such as Operation Willow Beck. All fire controls in England, Scotland and Wales can receive 205 

announcements on NTG20. 206 

Intraoperability talkgroups, such as fire service hailing talkgroups and fire service national talkgroups, 207 

provide fire and rescue services with methods to communicate with each other effectively.  208 

For example, fire service national talkgroups provide an effective communication method between 209 

operational resources attending incidents outside of their normal area, such as those that may be 210 

deployed nationally, and the affected fire and rescue service they are attending. 211 

Effective access to multi-agency talkgroups 212 

Fire control personnel should, if required, be prepared to access and share details of relevant talkgroups 213 

with operational commanders once their use has been agreed.  214 

ICCSs that are configured to provide access to multi-agency talkgroups help fire control personnel to 215 

share situational awareness with several relevant agencies quickly, without needing to use separate 216 

radio equipment. Communication through an ICCS is likely to be recorded, providing replay capabilities, 217 

as well as an audit trail that may be useful later. 218 

Details of multi-agency talkgroups being used – including any speed dials – should be accurately 219 

recorded on the relevant incident logs. This information will help fire control personnel to recall the 220 

information easily later and support the shared situational awareness of: 221 

• Other fire control personnel 222 

• Fire control personnel in buddy and consortium fire controls 223 

• Relevant operational personnel viewing the incident log remotely 224 

Clearly defined methods for recording the talkgroups that are being used within incident logs will help fire 225 

control personnel to identify this information and share it with relevant operational personnel. 226 

Electronic methods of communication offer a range of ways for information to be shared quickly and 227 

accurately between fire control and other agencies, including other fire controls.  228 

Electronic methods of communication include: 229 

• Digital incident-related information-sharing between emergency service control rooms, such as 230 
Multi Agency Incident Transfer (MAIT) 231 

• Secure, common information-sharing platforms, such as ResilienceDirect™ 232 

• Still image- and live video-sharing platforms, including those that can receive and share live 233 
footage of an incident from emergency callers or operational personnel with relevant agencies 234 

Electronic methods of communication that are integrated with mobilising systems reduce: 235 

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/resilient-communications
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• The time it takes to share information with other agencies  236 

• Duplication of information entry 237 

• The risk of human error, including: 238 

o Misunderstanding 239 

o Inaccurate assumptions 240 

Some electronic methods of communication, such as MAIT, may help fire control personnel to: 241 

• Identify the presence of risk information among other incident-related information received from 242 
other agencies, including other fire and rescue services 243 

• Alert other agencies, including other fire and rescue services, to risk information associated 244 
with incident-related information they send  245 

Agreeing methods of communication 246 

An agreed method of communication between agencies should be established and tested regularly. Any 247 

change to pre-arranged information-sharing should be agreed by all parties.  248 

Once established, the shared method of communication should be maintained until all parties agree it is 249 

no longer required. Appointing a single point of contact (SPoC) in fire control to support multi-agency 250 

communications links during significant multi-agency events, such as major incidents, should be 251 

considered. The SPoC should be suitably trained to undertake the role and should: 252 

• Maintain the multi-agency communication link until all agencies involved agree it is no longer 253 
required 254 

• Agree the intervals of communications  255 

• Support joint understanding of risk and a co-ordinated response to the incident, by: 256 

o Sharing key situational awareness from other agencies with fire control personnel and 257 
relevant operational personnel 258 

o Sharing key situational awareness received from operational personnel with other fire 259 
control personnel and relevant agencies 260 

Specialist advice 261 

Many responder organisations – including ambulance, police, fire service and HM Coastguard – have 262 

communications tactical advisers (CTAs). A CTA is trained to provide specialist support and advice in 263 

relation to emergency service communications and, in particular, the identification and suitability of multi-264 

agency talkgroups in a range of scenarios. 265 

If a fire and rescue service does not have a CTA available locally, fire control commanders may request 266 

CTA support from another fire and rescue service by contacting National Resilience Fire Control. Fire 267 

control command – Control measure – Specialist advice contains more information on the use of 268 

specialist advisers.  269 

In addition to asking for specialist advice from a CTA, fire control personnel who have received training 270 

in emergency services communication systems, including multi-agency communication methods, are 271 

more likely to: 272 

• Understand which methods of multi-agency communication are available to fire control and 273 
other agencies 274 

• Use multi-agency talkgroups effectively and confidently during real events 275 

Significant multi-agency incidents may impact the Airwave network capacity and the ability of responders 276 

to communicate effectively.  277 

https://www.ukfrs.com/guidance/fire-control-command-guidance?bundle=control_measure&id=34086&parent=34088
https://www.ukfrs.com/guidance/fire-control-command-guidance?bundle=control_measure&id=34086&parent=34088
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The Airwave network monitoring centre (NMC) should be informed of significant multi-agency 278 

incidents, such as major incidents, so that they can provide appropriate advice and information relating 279 

to network capacity and coverage, throughout a multi-agency incident. The NMC are continuously 280 

available and can be contacted by fire control or a CTA. 281 

A national inter-agency liaison officer (NILO) is a vetted, trained and identifiable responder from the 282 

emergency services who is a tactical adviser. They can support pre-planned or spontaneous operations 283 

at strategic, tactical and operational levels, including facilitating interoperable working with partner 284 

agencies. 285 

The role of a NILO is intended to: 286 

• Bridge the intelligence and information-sharing gaps between agencies involved in an incident 287 
or event 288 

• Improve inter-agency planning, operational preparedness, liaison and response to high-threat 289 
incidents or events, such as terrorist attacks  290 

• Improve co-operation and understanding among agencies on matters of organisational 291 
capacity, capability and command 292 

• Help reduce risk to the public, operational personnel and the environment 293 

Continuity 294 

Establishing and agreeing alternative communication processes will enable effective multi-agency 295 

communication to continue in the event of technical failures. Business continuity – Hazard – Fire control 296 

room equipment failure provides further information. 297 

STRATEGIC ACTIONS   298 

Fire and rescue services must:    299 

• Provide fire control personnel with contact information for relevant Category 1 and Category 2 300 
agencies 301 

• Provide fire control personnel with access to interoperability talkgroups  302 

Fire and rescue services should:    303 

• Configure integrated communications control systems to help fire control personnel to contact 304 
relevant agencies in as few steps as possible 305 

• Consider providing fire control personnel with access to intraoperable and interoperable 306 
talkgroups through integrated communications control systems 307 

• Consider configuring mobilising systems to integrate with electronic methods of communication 308 

• Include the use of ESICTRL talkgroups in relevant policies and procedures, to support multi-309 
agency communication during critical events, such as terrorist attacks 310 

• Define and record in relevant procedures when fire control commanders should consider 311 
requesting advice from a communications tactical advisor during significant multi-agency 312 
incidents  313 

• Define and record in relevant procedures when fire control personnel should inform the 314 
Airwave national monitoring centre about significant multi-agency incidents  315 

• Define and record in relevant procedures when fire control personnel should inform a NILO 316 
about multi-agency incidents  317 

• Reach agreement with other Category 1 and Category 2 agencies on the use of common 318 
electronic methods of communication during multi-agency events 319 

https://www.ukfrs.com/guidance/business-continuity
https://www.ukfrs.com/guidance/business-continuity
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• Consider including the use of a SPoC in fire control in relevant policies and procedures, to 320 
support multi-agency communication during significant incidents  321 

TACTICAL ACTIONS   322 

Fire control commanders should:    323 

• Ensure that communication methods agreed with other agencies are recorded and 324 
communicated to fire control personnel 325 

• Consider informing the Airwave network monitoring centre of significant multi-agency incidents 326 

• Consider seeking advice from a fire and rescue service communications tactical adviser during 327 
significant multi-agency incidents  328 

• Consider seeking advice from a National Inter-agency Liaison Officer during significant multi-329 
agency incidents 330 

Fire control personnel should:    331 

• Use available methods of communication to share situational awareness and achieve a joint 332 
understanding of risk with relevant agencies 333 

• Record and share relevant information received from other agencies with operational personnel 334 

• Record and share relevant information received from operational personnel with relevant 335 
agencies 336 

337 
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Control measure – Communication to support intraoperability and interoperability Clear 338 

multi-agency communication 339 

Due to their interdependency with this topic, this section should be read in conjunction with Fire control 340 

command – Control measure – Interpersonal communication and Fire control command – Control 341 

measure – Personal resilience . 342 

CONTROL MEASURE KNOWLEDGE 343 

The importance of a common approach includes the need to ensure operational risk information can be 344 

shared and understood by all agencies involved. There should be an integrated operational response, 345 

supported by intraoperability and interoperability arrangements. For further information refer to the JESIP 346 

publication,  Joint Doctrine: The interoperability framework. 347 

Information should be presented to ensure that the detail, level and content supports incident 348 

commanders, personnel and other emergency responders without overwhelming or overloading them. 349 

The information should be clear, concise and readily understood by all.  350 

A successful exchange of information will lead to a clear understanding of hazards and risks, operational 351 

tactics, control measures and procedures being employed. 352 

A common standard for terms and symbols is critical to effective intraoperability and interoperability. 353 

Early identification of the need for a multi-agency response can save lives and reduce harm.  354 

Fire control personnel can begin effective communication, co-ordination and virtual co-location through 355 

the agreeing and sharing of interoperable communication methods early during the incident – before all 356 

initial responding organisations are in attendance – to establish good working practices. 357 

At any incident, no single responder organisation can appreciate all the relevant dimensions of an 358 

emergency straightaway. Shared situational awareness and joint understanding of risk need to be 359 

established to help all responding agencies understand: 360 

• What is happening and what is being done about it 361 

• What might happen next – or in the near future 362 

• What effects the next steps may have 363 

Initial contact between fire control personnel and other agencies, including other fire and rescue 364 

services, starts the process of sharing information about an incident. Communication between fire 365 

control personnel and other agencies should: 366 

• Be an exchange of information, rather than a one-way broadcast 367 

• Allow for clarification of information and language by all parties 368 

• Be recorded for later replay and recall using: 369 

o Incident logs 370 

o Recording systems 371 

• Remain open until jointly decided that it is no longer required (in the case of significant 372 
incidents, such as major incidents) 373 

Fire control personnel should share all relevant information when discussing an incident or event with 374 

other agencies. This may include providing – and asking for – information about:  375 

• The location of the incident and whether a safe route and safe approach have been identified 376 

https://www.ukfrs.com/index.php/guidance/fire-control-command-guidance?bundle=control_measure&id=33973&parent=33917
https://www.ukfrs.com/index.php/guidance/fire-control-command-guidance?bundle=control_measure&id=33973&parent=33917
https://www.ukfrs.com/index.php/guidance/fire-control-command-guidance?bundle=control_measure&id=33979&parent=33917
https://www.ukfrs.com/index.php/guidance/fire-control-command-guidance?bundle=control_measure&id=33979&parent=33917
https://www.jesip.org.uk/what-is-the-joint-doctrine
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• Relevant hazards and risks, including information stored on the mobilising system 377 

• Decisions made so far, such as whether an operational attendance is being made or not 378 

• Which resources are being sent, their estimated time of arrival (if not already in attendance) 379 
and their general capabilities  380 

• Whether resources will be going to the incident location, a rendezvous point or a holding area 381 

• Where initial commanders should co-locate, when this information is known 382 

• Any apparent limitations of the fire and rescue service response and any capabilities required 383 
from other agencies to support an effective response (for example, once operational personnel 384 
reach an injured animal, they may need a veterinary organisation to treat the animal) 385 

Plain language and common terminology 386 

The use of commonly understood, non-service-specific language, will help fire control personnel 387 

communicate effectively with other agencies and prevent misunderstanding. 388 

Fire control personnel should communicate with other agencies:  389 

• Using plain language 390 

• Clearly and concisely, avoiding unexplained acronyms or technical jargon 391 

• Using commonly understood terms, rather than call signs or local references for operational 392 
resources  393 

Commonly agreed terms, abbreviations and symbols, such as those contained in the lexicon of UK civil 394 

protection terminology, can help fire and rescue services develop effective communication practices with 395 

other agencies. 396 

Accessibility of risk information 397 

Relevant risk information should be made available to fire control personnel so that they can access it 398 

and understand it as easily as possible. Critical information that needs to be seen and acted upon by fire 399 

control personnel – such as the need to advise people to evacuate a particular building immediately, 400 

rather than stay put – should be easily accessible through the mobilising system and be highlighted to 401 

fire control personnel for their immediate attention. 402 

Risk information provided to fire control personnel should be written in plain language, be easy to 403 

understand and be current, so that it can be acted upon, shared and understood by other agencies 404 

involved. 405 

STRATEGIC ACTIONS   406 

Fire and rescue services should:    407 

• Establish compatible terminology, abbreviations, communication systems and risk information 408 
for joint working with other agencies, including other fire and rescue services 409 

• Agree commonly understood terms and symbols to use with other agencies   410 

• Configure mobilising systems to provide fire control personnel with easy access to relevant and 411 
current risk information 412 

• Configure mobilising system to highlight the presence of relevant risk information to fire control 413 
personnel  414 

• Review policies and procedures to include the general responsibilities of other agencies and 415 
Category 1 and Category 2 responders and the roles fire control personnel 416 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/emergency-responder-interoperability-lexicon
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/emergency-responder-interoperability-lexicon
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• Provide effective methods to record and retrieve communication between fire control and other 417 
agencies 418 

TACTICAL ACTIONS   419 

Fire control personnel should:    420 

• Use compatible terminology, abbreviations, communication systems and risk information, as 421 
agreed by their service, when working with other fire and rescue services 422 

• Use common terms and symbols, as agreed by their service, with other agencies, Category 1 423 
and Category 2 responders 424 

• If there is a lack of common understanding, Use plain language to communicate information 425 
with other agencies 426 

• Read and act upon risk information as necessary 427 

• Share relevant risk information with other agencies 428 

 429 

  430 
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Hazard – Inaccurate situational awareness during a multi-agency incident 431 

HAZARD KNOWLEDGE 432 

If fire control personnel do not effectively build or communicate shared situational awareness with other 433 

agencies, it is likely to lead them inadvertently towards a narrow, single-service view of an incident. This 434 

could lead to an ineffective operational response, potentially causing harm to the public and operational 435 

personnel. 436 

If fire control personnel do not have a complete understanding of the circumstances, hazards or risks of 437 

an incident, they may inadvertently: 438 

• Give advice to emergency callers that may not suit the circumstances 439 

• Mobilise operational personnel who are insufficiently equipped to manage a situation safely (for 440 
example, a scenario requiring specialised skills or equipment) 441 

• Miss opportunities to reduce risk by mobilising resources from other agencies that are better 442 
skilled or equipped to do the job 443 

Fire control personnel may receive information from emergency callers and operational personnel that 444 

changes their understanding of an incident. Failing to share relevant information, such as hazards and 445 

risks, with other agencies could expose responders from other agencies to harm or delay their own 446 

effective response to the incident. 447 

Structure of information 448 

Inaccurate situational awareness may result from information that is: 449 

• Incomplete  450 

• Inconsistent 451 

• Disjointed 452 

• In a format that is not understood by all the agencies receiving it 453 

• Passed on without getting confirmation it has been received 454 

These types of communication may be misunderstood or overlooked, leading to important, current 455 

information being missed. 456 

Co-ordinating groups and incident support rooms 457 

Fire control personnel will usually communicate directly with other agencies during a multi-agency 458 

incident. However, during significant multi-agency incidents or events, operational personnel are likely to 459 

form part of: 460 

• A tactical co-ordinating group (TCG) 461 

• A strategic co-ordinating group (SCG) 462 

• An incident support team 463 

Fire control personnel will rely on relevant information being shared by the fire and rescue service 464 

personnel who form part of the TCG, SCG or incident support team. Communication processes between 465 

co-ordination groups, incident support teams and fire control are likely to be ineffective if they:  466 

• Fail to consider: 467 

o The need for current and reliable information in fire control 468 
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o The importance of the information that fire control commanders may be able to provide to 469 
co-ordinating groups, such as details of incidents and emergency call volumes 470 

• Use methods of communication, such as mobile-phone-to-mobile-phone contact, where details 471 
cannot be effectively recorded, replayed or recalled 472 

If fire and rescue services fail to establish effective communication processes between fire control 473 

personnel and the fire and rescue service personnel who form part of a TCG, SCG or an incident support 474 

room, fire control personnel may: 475 

• Operate with out-of-date information or instructions 476 

• Be unable to share the most relevant and time-critical information being received from 477 
emergency callers and operational personnel  478 

479 
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Control measure – Information shared in a commonly understood way 480 

CONTROL MEASURE KNOWLEDGE 481 

M/ETHANE information structure 482 

It is easier to understand information that is shared between agencies in a commonly understood form 483 

and structure. The M/ETHANE model (major incident, exact location, type of incident, hazards, access, 484 

number of casualties and emergency services present and required) is the agreed method of structuring 485 

incident information and will be recognised by all Category 1 and Category 2 responders. It may be used 486 

to organise information when communicating verbally or electronically. 487 

Sending information in a M/ETHANE structure 488 

The consistency of the M/ETHANE structure reduces the likelihood of missing out vital information.  489 

If the incident is not major, the ‘M’ is not used and the message becomes an ETHANE message. 490 

Operational and fire control personnel who routinely use the M/ETHANE information structure to gather 491 

and share incident-related information, such as sending informative messages to fire control or sharing 492 

information with other agencies (for all levels of incidents) are more likely to use it confidently and 493 

effectively during significant multi-agency incidents. 494 

Receiving information in a M/ETHANE structure 495 

Fire control personnel should be prepared to receive incident-related information from operational 496 

personnel and personnel from other agencies in the M/ETHANE structure. 497 

Mobilising systems can help fire control personnel to record and retrieve M/ETHANE messages using an 498 

electronic incident log. Many mobilising systems allow fire control personnel to highlight vital information, 499 

such as M/ETHANE messages, using: 500 

• Message categories 501 

• Distinct colours 502 

• Incident tags and labels 503 

Such methods will help fire control personnel to: 504 

• Effectively identify and retrieve information 505 

• Clearly identify the time when information was received 506 

• Identify and share relevant information with: 507 

o  Operational personnel 508 

o Other agencies 509 

Common briefing structure  510 

Once commanders have made decisions and decided on actions, information should be shared in a 511 

commonly understood way that can be easily understood. Using the IIMARCH briefing structure 512 

(information, intent, method, administration, risk assessment, communications and humanitarian issues) 513 

as a guide, a brief may be prepared in a commonly understood way. 514 

Fire control commanders may benefit from understanding and following the IIMARCH structure when 515 

they share information between: 516 

• Operational personnel  517 

https://www.jesip.org.uk/joint-doctrine/m-ethane/
https://www.jesip.org.uk/joint-doctrine/briefing/
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• Commanders and supervisors in other emergency control rooms 518 

• Other fire control personnel (for example, to communicate effectively during handovers; for 519 
more information, refer to Fire control command – Control measure – Effective communication) 520 

STRATEGIC ACTIONS   521 

Fire and rescue services should:    522 

• Effectively embed the use of the M/ETHANE message structure by fire control personnel when 523 
communicating with other agencies 524 

• Consider configuring mobilising systems to provide prompts to help fire control personnel 525 
communicate with other agencies using the M/ETHANE structure  526 

• Consider configuring mobilising systems to help fire control personnel effectively record, 527 
highlight and retrieve M/ETHANE messages 528 

• Consider adopting the M/ETHANE message structure for operational personnel sending 529 
incident-related messages for all incidents to fire control  530 

• Provide fire control commanders with the tools to effectively use the IIMARCH structure for 531 
preparing briefings 532 

• Consider configuring mobilising systems to provide prompts to help fire control personnel 533 
recognise and formulate information in the IIMARCH structure 534 

• Consider configuring mobilising systems to help fire control personnel effectively record, 535 
highlight and retrieve briefing information in the IIMARCH structure 536 

TACTICAL ACTIONS   537 

Fire control personnel should:    538 

• Record M/ETHANE messages received by other agencies on relevant incident logs using the 539 
methods provided 540 

• Share M/ETHANE messages received from other agencies with relevant operational personnel  541 

https://www.ukfrs.com/guidance/fire-control-command-guidance?bundle=control_measure&id=34036&parent=34088
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Control measure – Shared situational awareness between agencies 542 

CONTROL MEASURE KNOWLEDGE 543 

Fire control personnel contribute to an effective fire and rescue service response to incidents through 544 

effective gathering and sharing of information between other agencies.  545 

Effective sharing of information between agencies will build shared situational awareness and joint 546 

understanding of risk between fire control personnel and personnel from other agencies. 547 

Information received from other agencies 548 

Other agencies may share information, such as details about hazards, stored on their mobilising 549 

systems. Such information may alert fire control personnel to hazards and risks relevant to an incident to 550 

which they have mobilised operational personnel. It should be recorded and shared with relevant 551 

operational personnel because it may help them to adopt safe systems of work.  552 

This information could be linked to: 553 

• People 554 

• Premises 555 

• Vehicles 556 

• Geographic areas 557 

Fire control personnel may also receive information from other agencies that does not require an 558 

immediate operational response but may need to be shared with operational personnel because it may 559 

influence how fire and rescue services act. 560 

This information could lead to: 561 

• Plans being put in place due to: 562 

o Identified threats 563 

o Civil disturbance  564 

o Weather warnings 565 

o Water shut-offs 566 

• Additional measures to protect personnel, such as temporarily relocating resources in response 567 
to an emerging hazard 568 

• Alternative routes when responding to other incidents, due to road closures or other events 569 

Sharing information to help other agencies  570 

There are lots of types of information that, when shared effectively, are likely to help other agencies 571 

during the response to a multi-agency incident. 572 

This may include information that is: 573 

• Recorded on fire control mobilising systems, such as risk information 574 

• Received during the management of emergency calls, such as:  575 

o Names of emergency callers or people at risk 576 

o Vehicle number plates 577 

o Hazards identified at premises 578 

• Received from operational personnel, such as: 579 
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o Details of safety cordons or safe approach routes round a hazard 580 

o Impacts on transportation infrastructure, including road and rail network closures due to 581 
fire and rescue service operational activities 582 

• Pre-prepared guidance, such as wildfire survival guidance 583 

Information shared may help other agencies to: 584 

• Respond effectively 585 

• Conduct their normal operations safely and effectively 586 

• Alert fire control personnel to hazards that they may not have been aware of, such as warning 587 
markers 588 

Share information about the fire and rescue services’ ability to respond as normal 589 

Multiple incidents or a major incident may affect the fire and rescue services’ ability to respond to 590 

incidents normally. Sharing information about this with other agencies, including other fire and rescue 591 

services, will support shared situational awareness and joint understanding of risk, such as 592 

understanding that operational resources may take longer than normal to reach incidents or the 593 

likelihood that emergency calls may be answered by assisting control rooms, due to exceptional 594 

operational demand.  595 

Recording the date and time that information is shared, and with whom, on relevant incident logs will 596 

allow: 597 

• Fire control personnel to recall this information later 598 

• Fire control commanders to monitor which agencies have been informed and which are still to 599 
be informed 600 

Electronic methods of communication 601 

Fire and rescue services may have arrangements in place to help fire control personnel to share and 602 

receive incident-related information using electronic methods of communication, including: 603 

• Multi Agency Incident Transfer (MAIT) 604 

• Email notifications sent: 605 

o Directly from mobilising systems of other agencies 606 

o From a mailing list of which the fire and rescue service is a member, such as weather 607 
warnings from environmental agencies 608 

• Secure, common information-sharing platforms such as ResilienceDirect™ 609 

• Messaging platforms or applications, such as text messaging services 610 

Electronic methods of information-sharing should complement verbal communication. Fire control 611 

personnel should still be able to discuss information with other agencies when it would be beneficial, 612 

such as to provide context and seek clarification. 613 

Recording information from other agencies 614 

Fire control personnel should accurately record relevant information received from other agencies, acting 615 

on it and sharing it with relevant operational personnel as necessary. The use of the mobilising system to 616 

record information by updating incident logs will help fire control personnel to: 617 

• Accurately record the time information is received 618 

• Record the rationale for key actions taken by them  619 

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/resilient-communications
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• Share information electronically with operational personnel, for example through: 620 

o The mobilising system (to compatible electronic devices) 621 

o Remote incident logs 622 

• Retrieve information later 623 

STRATEGIC ACTIONS   624 

Fire and rescue services should:    625 

• Review policies and procedures to outline when fire control personnel should inform other 626 
agencies and about which categories of information, incidents or events 627 

• Configure mobilising systems to provide prompts for fire control personnel to inform other 628 
agencies about relevant information, incidents or events 629 

• Consider providing fire control personnel with access to effective multi-agency electronic 630 
information-sharing methods 631 

• Establish a process for fire control personnel to record information from other agencies when it 632 
is not linked to an existing incident log 633 

• Consider providing operational personnel with access to technology capable of receiving 634 
information directly from the mobilising system 635 

TACTICAL ACTIONS   636 

Fire control commanders should:    637 

• Consider sharing relevant information about events that may affect the ability of the fire and 638 
rescue service to respond as normal with other agencies 639 

Fire control personnel should:    640 

• Accurately record relevant information received from other agencies 641 

• Share relevant information from other agencies with operational personnel, helping them to 642 
adopt safe systems of work 643 

• Share relevant information with other agencies that may support their safe and effective 644 
response  645 

Incident commanders should:    646 

• Inform fire control personnel if operational activities have led to the closure of transport 647 
infrastructure 648 

 649 

  650 
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Control measure – Effective communication between fire control and co-ordinating 651 

groups  652 

CONTROL MEASURE KNOWLEDGE 653 

Significant multi-agency events, such as major incidents, are likely to require the establishment of 654 

tactical co-ordinating groups (TCGs) and strategic co-ordinating groups (SCGs), enabling commanders 655 

from relevant agencies to co-ordinate their responses. Operational personnel will form part of TCGs and 656 

SCGs, as required by the Civil Contingencies Act, as part of their responsibilities to statutory resilience 657 

forums. 658 

Common Operating Picture  659 

Fire control commanders will benefit from receiving regular, relevant information from multi-agency co-660 

ordination groups about the incident or event for which they are managing fire control operations. 661 

Information provided will help to build a shared understanding of events, often referred to as a Common 662 

Operating Picture, which may help fire control commanders to: 663 

• Build their situational awareness of an incident by understanding: 664 

o Known hazards and risks  665 

o The response of other agencies 666 

o The resources and support other agencies have available 667 

• Provide emergency callers with accurate advice and guidance based on current information, 668 
including signposting to other Category 1 and Category 2 agencies when appropriate 669 

Fire control commanders may be able to help build the situational awareness of fire and rescue service 670 

personnel attending multi-agency co-ordinating groups by providing them with information relevant to the 671 

incident or event, including details of: 672 

• The capacity of fire control, including emergency call volumes 673 

• Incidents attended by the fire and rescue service 674 

• The availability of: 675 

o Operational resources 676 

o Operational personnel 677 

o Equipment 678 

• Further resources or support required by operational personnel 679 

Fire control commanders will benefit from a clear line of communication with fire and rescue service 680 

personnel who are part of multi-agency co-ordination groups (if they are not already present 681 

themselves). Such communication may be: 682 

• In person 683 

• Through telephone calls, including video calls 684 

• Through radio talkgroups 685 

• By electronic communication methods, such as information summaries sent by email 686 

Relevant information exchanged between fire control personnel and fire and rescue service personnel 687 

forming part of multi-agency co-ordination groups should be accurately recorded on relevant incident 688 

logs.  689 

https://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2005/2042/regulation/4
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STRATEGIC ACTIONS   690 

Fire and rescue services should:    691 

• Establish procedures to provide fire control with regular updates from multi-agency co-692 
ordinating groups 693 

• Provide effective methods of communication between fire control personnel and the fire and 694 
rescue service personnel who form part of multi-agency co-ordinating groups 695 

TACTICAL ACTIONS   696 

Fire control commanders should:    697 

• Use the communication links provided to exchange relevant information with the fire and 698 
rescue service personnel who form part of multi-agency co-ordinating groups and to record 699 
such information 700 

• Share relevant information received from fire and rescue service personnel who form part of 701 
multi-agency co-ordinating groups with fire control personnel and relevant operational 702 
personnel  703 

  704 
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Hazard – An unco-ordinated response to a multi-agency incident 705 

HAZARD KNOWLEDGE 706 

Co-ordination between agencies responding to a multi-agency incident may be ineffective if it fails to: 707 

• Share information about known hazards 708 

• Communicate details about known rendezvous points or holding areas 709 

• Agree effective methods of multi-agency communication 710 

• Tell other agencies about hazards that may affect the route they take to an incident 711 

Such ineffectiveness may contribute to: 712 

• A delayed response, allowing the incident to escalate and increasing the risk to the public  713 

• Delayed co-location of operational personnel and responders from other agencies because 714 
safe routes, rendezvous points and forward command points have not been discussed or 715 
agreed 716 

• Ineffective communication between responding commanders because suitable interoperable 717 
communication methods have not been discussed or agreed 718 

• Agencies duplicating work, creating confusion and wasting time; for example, two or more 719 
agencies may separately contact other agencies to seek their response to: 720 

o Close a part of the road or rail network  721 

o Isolate power supplies 722 

• An inaccurate assumption that another agency has requested the response of other agencies 723 
or completed an important action themselves, such as stopping trains to allow responders to 724 
safely access the railway line 725 

Ineffective co-ordination between agencies may also put operational personnel and responders from 726 

other agencies at risk because they may unintentionally: 727 

• Access an incident by passing through an unsafe area, for example an area contaminated by a 728 
hazardous material 729 

• Arrive first at an incident that they are not suitably equipped or skilled to manage safely, for 730 
example operational personnel arriving first at a civil disturbance 731 

  732 
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Control measure – Co-ordinated multi-agency responses to incidents  733 

CONTROL MEASURE KNOWLEDGE 734 

A co-ordinated response 735 

A co-ordinated response by fire and rescue services to multi-agency incidents always begins with fire 736 

control personnel. When contact between fire control personnel and other agencies is first made, they 737 

can support a co-ordinated and effective multi-agency response by discussing: 738 

• The reason for the agency’s attendance if it is not already apparent 739 

• The resources being mobilised, which may prompt further discussion (such as why police 740 
armed response resources are attending, if it is not already apparent) 741 

• Any known hazards and risks 742 

• Whether operational personnel and responders from other agencies should take a specific 743 
route, which may be safer and may avoid: 744 

o Hazards (such as an area contaminated by hazardous materials) 745 

o Incidents at risk of escalation if interrupted, such as police-led negotiations 746 

o Closed roads 747 

o Other unrelated ongoing incidents and events 748 

• Where operational personnel and resources should locate themselves, if not directly at the 749 
location of the incident, for example, at a: 750 

o Rendezvous point  751 

o Forward command point 752 

o Multi-agency strategic holding area 753 

• Whether the incident requires: 754 

o A response from other agencies, such as local authorities or environmental agencies 755 

o Multi-agency communication methods to be established, such as interoperable talkgroups  756 

o A co-ordinated approach to the management of media enquiries, including statements to 757 
the press or social media releases 758 

Fire control personnel may benefit from using a commonly understood information structure, such as 759 

M/ETHANE, as a prompt consistently to guide them through the key points when exchanging incident-760 

related information with other agencies. 761 

Other prompts are also likely to help fire control personnel to share all necessary information with other 762 

agencies methodically. They may include: 763 

• Alerts on the mobilising system, linked to specific incident types 764 

• Action plans or lists on the mobilising system, linked to specific incident types 765 

• Aide memoirs, easily accessible by fire control personnel 766 

STRATEGIC ACTIONS   767 

Fire and rescue services should:    768 

• Configure mobilising systems to provide questioning prompts to help fire control personnel to 769 
co-ordinate responses to multi-agency incidents 770 
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TACTICAL ACTIONS   771 

Fire control personnel should:    772 

• Share information with relevant agencies to support a co-ordinated response to multi-agency 773 
incidents  774 

• Share relevant information with operational personnel to support the co-ordinated response to 775 
a multi-agency incident 776 

  777 
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Hazard – Learning in isolation from other agencies 778 

HAZARD KNOWLEDGE 779 

Joint testing and training  780 

Some fire control personnel may not be provided with opportunities to learn alongside operational 781 

personnel and personnel from other agencies, such as through shared training, testing and debriefing. 782 

They will be at a disadvantage when required to perform their roles during challenging multi-agency 783 

events, such as major incidents. 784 

An absence of effective multi-agency training and exercising is likely to lead fire control personnel to: 785 

• View their roles in isolation from other agencies during multi-agency events 786 

• Be less aware of the capabilities of other agencies  787 

• Be unaware of the priorities of other agencies during critical events, such as major incidents 788 

• Be less aware of the needs of operational personnel and responders from other agencies, such 789 
as interoperable communication methods 790 

• Be less prepared when responding to significant multi-agency events, such as terrorist attacks 791 

Joint debriefing 792 

If fire control personnel are not actively included in debriefing activities following multi-agency training 793 

events or incidents in which they were involved, fire and rescue services are likely to miss opportunities 794 

to assure their response and fail to identify learning opportunities.  795 

If fire control personnel are not included in relevant debriefs, they may not gain a complete 796 

understanding of events, including the role fire control personnel had in the fire and rescue service 797 

response to a multi-agency event and important actions taken prior to resources being mobilised. 798 

Fire control personnel who are not involved in multi-agency debriefs are likely to: 799 

• Reflect on multi-agency training events or incidents from a single-service point of view 800 

• Miss learning opportunities, including identifying possible improvements to: 801 

o Their own learning and development 802 

o Communication methods 803 

o Information-sharing processes 804 

o Ways of working 805 

• Miss opportunities to build relationships with personnel from other agencies 806 

Missed learning opportunities 807 

Failure to review, identify, share and implement changes from learning following events – such as 808 

exercises, tests and real incidents between agencies – can lead to repeated failures and missed 809 

opportunities for shared improvement. 810 

Fire and rescue services may fail to effectively identify solutions to foreseeable problems if fire control 811 

personnel do not have the opportunity to contribute to shared learning between agencies, including other 812 

fire and rescue services. 813 

Fire and rescue services may fail to identify improvements, such as the need to: 814 
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• Change existing procedures 815 

• Develop new procedures in response to emerging hazards 816 

• Adopt innovative technology  817 

• Review business continuity arrangements 818 

Ineffective collaboration 819 

The absence of collaborative forums involving control room managers from different agencies can 820 

prevent establishing professional relationships and inhibit the effective discussion of: 821 

• Improvements to joint working 822 

• Constructive feedback 823 

• Shared experiences 824 

  825 
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Control measure – Joint training, testing and exercising with other agencies 826 

CONTROL MEASURE KNOWLEDGE 827 

Training and exercising  828 

Multi-agency training, testing and exercising opportunities help fire control personnel and fire control 829 

commanders to learn, develop and rehearse the knowledge and skills required during challenging multi-830 

agency events. Fire control personnel may be involved in joint training and exercising through: 831 

• Training courses, in person or virtually 832 

• Tabletop exercises, in person or virtually 833 

• Live play exercises, with fire control personnel: 834 

o Taking part, fulfilling their normal roles 835 

o Observing operational personnel and responders from other agencies 836 

o Observing from the control room of another agency 837 

• Electronic learning packages 838 

Fire control personnel should participate in multi-agency training and exercises from the earliest 839 

practicable point in their training and development and routinely after this. Fire control personnel and fire 840 

control commanders who participate in training, testing and exercises with personnel from other 841 

agencies have a better awareness of: 842 

• The range of agencies involved in large-scale multi-agency incidents, such as major incidents 843 

• The role of other agencies during multi-agency incidents, such as major incidents 844 

• The priorities of other agencies during the earliest stages of multi-agency incidents, such as 845 
terrorist attacks 846 

• The general resources and capabilities other agencies may have 847 

• How to access and use interoperable communication methods, such as talkgroups or 848 
electronic communication systems 849 

• The importance of commonly understood language and interoperable communications during 850 
multi-agency incidents 851 

Fire control personnel who participate in multi-agency exercises that simulate significant multi-agency 852 

incidents, such as terrorist attacks, are likely to be more resilient and better prepared to provide an 853 

effective response during real events. 854 

The inclusion of fire control personnel in multi-agency exercises provides operational personnel with a 855 

more complete and realistic training experience, helping them to understand the role and capabilities of 856 

fire control personnel in relation to: 857 

• Establishing effective interoperable communication methods 858 

• The sharing of situational awareness and understanding of risk with relevant agencies and 859 
operational personnel 860 

• Supporting a co-ordinated response to multi-agency incidents 861 

Multi-agency testing 862 

Testing joint procedures, including testing methods of multi-agency communication, allows fire control 863 

personnel to practise skills, such as identifying and accessing multi-agency talkgroups.  864 
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Fire control personnel who participate in routine testing are more likely to identify and competently use 865 

suitable interoperable communication methods during multi-agency incidents. 866 

Testing that includes alternative multi-agency communication options – such as telephone and 867 

conference calls – can help fire control personnel to use these methods with confidence should the 868 

primary method be unavailable during real events. 869 

STRATEGIC ACTIONS   870 

Fire and rescue services should:    871 

• Include multi-agency training and exercising in the initial training and development for all new 872 
fire control personnel 873 

• Establish plans to routinely test interoperable and intraoperable communication methods with 874 
relevant agencies 875 

• Develop a programme of ongoing multi-agency training and exercising for fire control personnel 876 
and fire control commanders  877 

• Consider developing a programme for fire control personnel and fire control commanders to 878 
observe the operational element of multi-agency exercises  879 

TACTICAL ACTIONS   880 

Fire control personnel should:    881 

• Test interoperable and intraoperable communication methods, in accordance with established 882 
procedures 883 

  884 
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Control measure – Joint debriefing with other agencies 885 

Due to its interdependencies, this section should be read in conjunction with Hold debriefing or post-886 

incident reviews. 887 

CONTROL MEASURE KNOWLEDGE 888 

Multi-agency debriefing activities are important to identify good practice and opportunities to improve 889 

joint working following training or real events. The involvement of fire control personnel in multi-agency 890 

debriefs is beneficial to both fire control personnel and personnel from other agencies.  891 

Fire control personnel who participate in multi-agency debriefs may be better prepared to fulfil their role 892 

in similar future incidents. They are also likely to increase their knowledge and understanding of other 893 

agencies. In particular: 894 

• Priorities during the initial stages of significant incidents, such as terrorist attacks 895 

• Capabilities, such as access to interoperable communication methods 896 

• Operational resources 897 

Personnel from other agencies benefit from the inclusion of fire control personnel in multi-agency 898 

debriefing activities, as it helps to improve their understanding of: 899 

• The role and capabilities of fire control and fire control personnel 900 

• The rationale supporting decisions made by fire control commanders  901 

• The situational awareness of fire control personnel at various stages during an event 902 

• The effectiveness of their own interactions with fire control personnel, such as sharing 903 
information during the event  904 

STRATEGIC ACTIONS 905 

Fire and rescue services should:    906 

• Equip fire control personnel with effective methods to participate in multi-agency debriefing 907 
activities 908 

• Establish an effective process to communicate and implement lessons learned from multi-909 
agency debriefs relating to fire control 910 

TACTICAL ACTIONS 911 

Fire control commanders should:    912 

• Use methods provided to participate in multi-agency debriefing activities  913 

https://www.ukfrs.com/guidance/search/hold-debriefing-or-post-incident-reviews-0
https://www.ukfrs.com/guidance/search/hold-debriefing-or-post-incident-reviews-0
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Control measure – Multi-agency learning  914 

Due to its interdependencies, this section should be read in conjunction with Corporate guidance for 915 

operational activity – Operational learning. 916 

CONTROL MEASURE KNOWLEDGE 917 

Identifying learning 918 

Fire control personnel – including fire control commanders and fire control managers – are better able to 919 

identify opportunities to improve fire control processes and procedures when they are involved in multi-920 

agency exercises and real incidents. The learning opportunities they identify may also be beneficial to 921 

other agencies, particularly fire and rescue services and fire controls who face similar issues. This may 922 

include identifying: 923 

• Emerging hazards or trends, requiring: 924 

o Changes to procedures, such as changes to questions asked during the management of 925 
emergency calls 926 

o The need for additional training and development 927 

• Benefits of adopting emerging technology in fire control, such as video streaming technology 928 

• Examples of good and innovative practice 929 

The National Operational Learning (NOL) process allows fire control commanders and fire control 930 

managers to share their experiences and learning with all other fire and rescue services and fire controls 931 

in the UK. They do this through their fire and rescue services’ single point of contact (SPoC). The 932 

National Operational Learning: Good practice guide for fire and rescue services has been developed to 933 

support the NOL process. 934 

Joint Organisational Learning (JOL) is a key part of The Joint Doctrine: The Interoperability 935 

Framework. It facilitates multi-agency learning and is accessible to all Category 1 and Category 2 936 

agencies through JOL Online.  937 

JOL Online allows fire control commanders and fire control managers to share learning and notable 938 

practices involving multi-agency working and interoperability through their SPoC. 939 

Fire and rescue services benefit from shared learning when they establish effective processes on NOL 940 

and JOL and share their own emergency control operations experience with others. The information they 941 

share may help other agencies, fire and rescue services and fire controls to: 942 

• Become aware of new and emerging hazards 943 

• Reduce the risk of foreseeable hazards 944 

• Benefit from the sharing of: 945 

o Learning 946 

o Best practice 947 

o Recommended remedial actions 948 

Fire and rescue services may find it beneficial to identify an operational learning lead for fire control, 949 

such as the fire control manager, who is in an informed position to: 950 

• Collate and share learning with the fire and rescue service SPoC  951 

https://www.ukfrs.com/guidance/corporate-guidance-operational-activity?bundle=control_measure&id=31369&parent=31334
https://www.ukfrs.com/guidance/corporate-guidance-operational-activity?bundle=control_measure&id=31369&parent=31334
https://www.ukfrs.com/sites/default/files/2019-02/Good%20Practice%20Guide%20V2.1.pdf
https://www.jesip.org.uk/joint-doctrine/introduction-to-the-joint-doctrine/
https://www.jesip.org.uk/joint-doctrine/introduction-to-the-joint-doctrine/
https://www.jesip.org.uk/what-is-jol
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• Receive learning relevant to fire control and suggest any improvements to the fire and rescue 952 
service 953 

STRATEGIC ACTIONS 954 

Fire and rescue services should:    955 

• Establish an effective process to enable fire control managers and fire control commanders to 956 
share relevant learning with other agencies, fire and rescue services and fire controls 957 

• Establish an effective process to enable fire control managers to receive relevant learning and 958 
recommendations from other agencies, fire and rescue services and fire controls 959 

• Support fire control managers to implement relevant recommendations in response to learning 960 
identified through National Operational Learning and Joint Organisational Learning 961 

TACTICAL ACTIONS 962 

Fire control commanders should:    963 

• Use established procedures to share learning opportunities with other agencies, fire and 964 
rescue services and fire controls 965 

  966 
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Control measure – Collaborative multi-agency forums 967 

CONTROL MEASURE KNOWLEDGE 968 

Fire control managers may benefit from participating in local and regional multi-agency forums involving 969 

emergency service control managers from other Category 1 agencies, including other fire and rescue 970 

services. These forums provide fire control managers with opportunities to: 971 

• Build mutually beneficial relationships  972 

• Develop joint plans to effectively test interoperable communication methods 973 

• Collaborate on arrangements for joint exercising, involving personnel located in Category 1 974 
control rooms 975 

• Share information with other agencies on subjects relevant to their area of experience, such as 976 
providing fire survival guidance in the event these calls are received by other agencies 977 

• Discuss factors causing demand for specific agencies, such as local events increasing general 978 
emergency call volumes 979 

• Reflect on: 980 

o Examples of good practice 981 

o Areas for improvement 982 

• Improve their own awareness of general capabilities and resources available in other control 983 
rooms, including the provision of: 984 

o Communication tactical advisers 985 

o Live video streaming from emergency callers 986 

o Public information broadcasting systems, such as emergency alerts 987 

STRATEGIC ACTIONS 988 

Fire and rescue services should:    989 

• Consider establishing a collaborative forum of emergency service control managers from local 990 
and regional Category 1 agencies 991 

• Consider providing fire control managers with the means to form part of local and regional 992 
collaborative forums 993 

TACTICAL ACTIONS 994 

This control measure has no tactical actions. 995 


